DEVELOPMENT OF UAV PHOTOGRAMMETRY METHOD BY USING SMALL NUMBER OF VERTICAL IMAGES
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ABSTRACT:
This new and efficient photogrammetric method for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) requires only a few images taken in the vertical direction at different altitudes. The method includes an original relative orientation procedure which can be applied to images captured along the vertical direction. The final orientation determines the absolute orientation for every parameter and is used for calculating the 3D coordinates of every measurement point. The measurement accuracy was checked at the UAV test site of the Japan Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing. Five vertical images were taken at 70 to 90 m altitude. The 3D coordinates of the measurement points were calculated. The plane and height accuracies were ±0.093 m and ±0.166 m, respectively. These values are of higher accuracy than the results of the traditional photogrammetric method. The proposed method can measure 3D positions efficiently and would be a useful tool for construction and disaster sites and for other field surveying purposes.

1. INTRODUCTION

The demand for the unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is increasing as they find applications in various fields. For example, more accurate geographical data can be acquired by using the UAVs than by using the usual aerial photogrammetry (Valavanis and Vachtsevanos, 2015). The UAVs can take high resolution images as they are able to fly at low altitudes (Beaudoin et al., 2015). In addition, the UAVs can be used for observation of natural disasters (Galarreta et al., 2015 and Li et al., 2012) or for surveying the construction sites (Barazzetti et al., 2014 and Feifei et al., 2012). Such applications need rapid and low-cost surveying, and the UAVs are well suited for that purpose (Tanzi et al., 2016).

In order to acquire geographical data by aerial photogrammetry, many images should be taken from an aerial vehicle which moves in horizontal direction and at a fixed altitude (Amrullah et al., 2016). After that, the images are processed with the help of the structure-from-motion (SfM) technique (Westoby et al., 2012). Multiple neighbouring images with a high rate of overlapping should be obtained for high accuracy measurement (Bagheri et al., 2015), which calls for labour and cost. In the event of natural disasters, UAV operation may sometimes involve risk (Longhitano and Quintanilha, 2013) and should be avoided. Therefore, an easy and convenient method of operating the UAVs is strongly needed. Reports exist on some applications of the UAVs with other devices (Persad and Armenakis, 2016), but it will be difficult to prepare a number of such devices in emergency.

We developed a new camera calibration and measurement method which requires only a few images taken in a simple UAV flight. The UAV in this method was flown vertically and the images were taken at a different altitude. We compared the measurement accuracy of the proposed method against the SfM method and evaluated the performance of the proposed method by checking the accuracy.

2. ACQUISITION OF IMAGES FOR EVALUATION

The images for checking the accuracy were taken at a UAV test site in Kanagawa, Japan. The UAV test site is managed by the Japan Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing. Figure 1 shows the entrance to the UAV test site. There are 76 points of circular ground marks in the test area of about 5,000 m², as shown in figure 2. The coordinates of the points are given in Japanese Geodetic Datum 2000 (JGD2000) coordinate system. The centre coordinates of the ground marks were given by performing the ground survey of the whole site by a total station. This allowed to compare the given coordinates and the results of the UAV photogrammetry and check the accuracy of the photogrammetry. Figure 3 shows the UAV “DJI Inspire 1” which was used for taking the images. The camera “FC350” on the Inspire 1 has
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The proposed method can measure the 3D coordinates without the ground control points (GCPs). However, one distance is needed as a given value. Therefore, the distance between point No. 27 and No. 35 (14.831 m) was used for the method, as shown in figure 5.

3. THEORY OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method requires vertical images. Some corresponding points on the vertical images were extracted, and the camera calibration and 3D measurement were performed simultaneously. The details of the method are as follows.

3.1 Relative Distance Between Principal Points

For taking vertical images, a relative position of each principal point was estimated. Figure 6 shows the positional relation of the vertical images. The figure also shows the altitudes for each image and the approximate value for each altitude. The given distance between two points is \( L \); the given distance \( L \) on sensors is \( l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_5 \). Thus, the approximate altitudes \( H_1, H_2, \ldots, H_5 \) could be calculated by the following equation.

\[
H_i = \frac{L}{l_i}f \quad (i = 1,2,3,4,5)
\]

(1)

where,

- \( H_i \): Altitude of pictures (approximate)(m)
- \( L \): Given distance (m)
- \( l_i \): Given distance on sensors (m)
- \( f \): Focal length (approximate)(m)

Therefore, the relative distance between the lowest principal point and the other \( B_{z1}, B_{z2}, \ldots, B_{z5} \) could be calculated by the following equation.

\[
B_{z_i} = H_i - H_i' \quad (i = 1,2,3,4,5)
\]

(2)

where,

- \( B_{z_i} \): Distance between principal points (approximate) (m)
- \( H_i' \): Altitude of pictures (approximate) (m)

3.2 Relative Orientation

Generally, relative orientation is applied to a pair of images (Wang et al., 2012). In this paper, the image at the lowest altitude was set as a basis image, and the coplanarity condition was applied between the basis image and other images. In figure 6, it is assumed that image No. 1 was taken at the origin and not rotated, and relative positions and rotation angles of the other images were calculated simultaneously. Moreover, the interior
parameters of the camera were set as unknown parameters and were also calculated by this orientation.

Figure 7 shows coplanarity condition for images No. 1 and No. 5 of those vertical images. The epipolar plane was constituted by two principal points and a corresponding point P. Let the principal points of each image be O₁(0, 0, 0) and O₅(Bₓ, Bᵧ, Bζ), image points of P be p₁(x₁, y₁) and p₅(x₅, y₅). Then, the relationship of these two images is expressed by the following coplanarity equation.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
B_x & B_y & B_z \\
X_1 & Y_1 & Z_1 \\
X_5 & Y_5 & Z_5
\end{bmatrix} = 0
\]

where,

\[
\begin{aligned}
X_1 &= x_1 \\
Y_1 &= y_1 \\
Z_1 &= -f \\
X_5 &= R \begin{bmatrix} x_5 \\ y_5 \\ z_5 \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} B_x \\ B_y \\ B_z \end{bmatrix} \\
Y_5 &= R \begin{bmatrix} x_5 \\ y_5 \\ z_5 \end{bmatrix} - f \begin{bmatrix} B_x \\ B_y \\ B_z \end{bmatrix}
\end{aligned}
\]

\[
R = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & \cos \phi & 0 & \sin \phi & \cos \kappa & -\sin \kappa & 0 \\
0 & \cos \omega & -\sin \omega & 0 & 1 & 0 & \sin \kappa & \cos \kappa & 0 \\
0 & \sin \omega & \cos \omega & 0 & 0 & 1 & \sin \phi & \cos \phi & 0 
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\(\omega, \phi, \kappa: \) rotation angle of No. 5

\(f: \) focal length
Table 1. Unknown parameters of relative orientation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interior Parameters (10)</th>
<th>Relative Orientation Parameters (5×(n−1))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focal Length (mm) f</td>
<td>φ, ω, ω₂, φ₃, φ₄, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Point (pixel)</td>
<td>x₀, y₀, Rotation Angle φ, ω, ω₂, φ₃, φ₄, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale Factor a, a₂</td>
<td>k₀, k₀₋₁, k₀₋₂, k₀₋₃, k₀₋₄, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficients of Radial Distortion</td>
<td>Bₓ, Bₓ₋₁, Bₓ₋₂, Bₓ₋₃, Bₓ₋₄, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficients of Tangential Distortion</td>
<td>Bᵧ, Bᵧ₋₁, Bᵧ₋₂, Bᵧ₋₃, Bᵧ₋₄, ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bₓ in the coplanarity equation is substituted by Bₓ in equation 2. Therefore, Bₓ is set as a fixed value in this coplanarity condition, and the relative orientation is performed. In addition, the interior parameters are also set as unknown parameters in this relative orientation and are shown in table 1. Therefore, the image coordinates of the p₁ and pₛ should contain the interior parameters shown in equation 3. In this condition, xᵢ and yᵢ (i=1,5) are calculated by following equations:

\[ x_i = x'_i + x'_i \left( k_2 r^2 + k_3 r^4 + k_4 r^6 \right) + p_1 \left( r^2 + 2 r_*^2 \right) + 2 p_2 x'_i y'_i \]
\[ y_i = y'_i + y'_i \left( k_2 r^2 + k_3 r^4 + k_4 r^6 \right) + p_2 \left( r^2 + 2 r_*^2 \right) + 2 p_2 x'_i y'_i \]  \[ (4) \]

where,
- \( k_1, k_2, k_3 \): Coefficients of radial distortion
- \( p_1, p_2 \): Coefficients of tangential distortion
- \( r = \sqrt{x'_i^2 + y'_i^2} \)
- \( u_i = x'_i + a_1 x'_i + a_2 y'_i \)
- \( v_i = y'_i + a_3 x'_i + a_4 y'_i \)
- \( x'_i, y'_i \): Measurement point (mm)
- \( u_i, v_i \): Measurement point (pixel)
- \( x_{p₁}, y_{p₁} \): Principal point (pixel)
- \( a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4 \): Scale factor

Consequently, the coplanarity equations were acquired between image No.1 image and other images respectively. In order to calculate these unknown parameters shown in table 1, a sufficient number of tie points of every image for acquisition of coplanarity equations is required. For example, the number of unknown parameters in the case of five images is \( 10 + 6 \times (5-1) = 30 \). On the other hand, if over eight tie points can be obtained, the number of coplanarity equations is more than \( 8 \times (5-1) = 32 \). These tie points are used as measurement points in this paper.

3.3 Calculation of 3D Coordinates

The relative orientation parameters and the interior parameters of all images can be acquired. The 3D relative coordinates of every measurement point are calculated by collinearity condition. Each measurement point in an image gives two collinearity equations. Therefore, the number of collinearity equations in the case of five images is \( 2 \times 5 = 10 \). Consequently, the three unknown parameters of the 3D relative coordinates can be calculated by collinearity equations, and the 3D relative coordinates for every measurement point can be acquired. These 3D relative coordinates are converted to absolute coordinates by using the given distance shown in figure 5. The conversion is performed by the ratio of the given distance between the absolute value and the pixel value. In addition, the origin point and the three axes of the absolute coordinate should be set respectively.

3.4 Absolute Orientation

The absolute orientation which can calculate the interior and the exterior parameters is performed by using the absolute 3D coordinate of the measurement points. Every measurement point is set as a GCP, and the common interior parameters and exterior parameters of every image are calculated simultaneously by bundle adjustment contained in collinearity equations. As shown in table 1, the number of common interior parameters is ten. The number of exterior parameters for each image is six, which are camera positions and rotation angles. Therefore, the number of unknown parameters for this absolute orientation in the case of five images is \( 10 + 6 \times 5 = 40 \). For such parameters, ten collinearity equations can be acquired for one measurement point. Consequently, every unknown parameter can be calculated by four or more measurement points, and the absolute orientation can be achieved.

Figure 8. Vertical images for checking accuracy
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3.5 Final Orientation
The orientation parameters for every camera and the absolute 3D
coordinates for every measurement point were acquired by the
procedure described above. However, errors in estimation of the
absolute 3D coordinates are possible due to conversion from the
relative coordinates if using only one given distance. Therefore,
the final orientation is performed by using every orientation
parameter and every 3D coordinate of the measurement points,
which are set as approximate values. By setting the collinearity
equations from every GCP as observation equations, the final
orientation is calculated.

4. CHECKING ACCURACY

4.1 Images Taken at the UAV Test Site
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the
accuracy of the measurement was checked by using the vertical
images taken at the UAV test site. For taking the images, the UAV
was operated to fly vertically and the images were taken at every 5
m altitude between 70 m to 90 m. Figure 8 shows the five taken images. All 39 ground marks were included in all five images and set as check points for checking the accuracy of the 3D coordinates. Figure 9 shows the local coordinate system for checking the accuracy. The ground mark No. 27 was set as the origin point and the direction to No. 35 was set as X axis. The plane made of these two points and No. 62 was set as X-Y plane; the orthogonal direction of the X-Y plane was set as Z axis. The accuracy of the proposed method was also compared with Agisoft PhotoScan, which is one of the SFM software. The photogrammetry by PhotoScan was attempted by three methods. In the first method, the five vertical images we used and the three points for the decision of axes were set as GCPs. In addition, other 36 points were set as check points for accuracy evaluation. In the second method, the same five images were used, and all 39 points were set as GCPs. The accuracy was evaluated by errors of the GCPs. In the third method, 57 general photogrammetric images were used. The UAV was moved horizontally at about 70 m fixed altitude and the overall UAV test site was taken with an 80% overlapping rate between the images. In addition, nine ground marks were set as GCPs, and other 30 points were set as check points for accuracy evaluation. In order to evaluate the accuracy of each method quantitatively, the standard error was also calculated by following equation (Yanagi and Chikatsu, 2016).

\[ \sigma_x = \sigma_y = \frac{H}{f} \sigma_p, \quad \sigma_z = \sqrt{\frac{H}{f} B} \sigma_p \]  (5)

where,
\( \sigma_x, \sigma_y, \sigma_z \) : Standard error for each axis (m)
\( H \) : Altitude (m)
\( f \) : Focal length (m)
\( B \) : Base line (m)
\( \sigma_p \) : Pointing accuracy (m)

In the above equation, \( H \) was set as an average value of five vertical images (83.944 m) and \( B \) was set as a maximum distance between two images out of five (20.137 m). The pointing accuracy was set as a length of one pixel on the sensor.

4.2 Results of Accuracy Checking
Table 2 shows the results of the final orientation and table 3 shows the results of checking the accuracy. The root-mean-square errors (RMSE) of X, Y, and Z accuracies were calculated to be within ±0.200 m. These accuracies are acceptable for surveying a construction site.

The PhotoScan results are shown in the same table. The results of five vertical images with 39 GCPs were similar in value to the results in the proposed method. Moreover, compared to the standard accuracy, Z accuracy of the proposed method was higher. Therefore, it can be said that the proposed method is more efficient as it does not employ the GCPs. Still, the highest accuracy was obtained by the general photogrammetric method which uses horizontal images. Consequently, the UAV image-taking method should be selected according to the situation in the measurement field. Nevertheless, the proposed method can be a convenient and efficient measurement method under certain circumstances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Altitude (m)</th>
<th>70 m</th>
<th>75 m</th>
<th>80 m</th>
<th>85 m</th>
<th>90 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yc (m)</td>
<td>-0.619</td>
<td>-1.052</td>
<td>-1.297</td>
<td>-1.528</td>
<td>-1.958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zc (m)</td>
<td>74.061</td>
<td>78.676</td>
<td>83.806</td>
<td>89.035</td>
<td>94.142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Rotation angle | \( \omega \) 6° 58' | 6° 43' | 6° 35' | 6° 33' | 6° 28' |
|               | \( \psi \) 1° 12' | 1° 15' | 1° 10' | 1° 09' | 0° 59' |
|               | \( \kappa \) 3° 15' | 3° 00' | 3° 00' | 3° 14' | 2° 58' |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement method</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard accuracy for 5 vertical images, no GCPs</td>
<td>±0.040</td>
<td>±0.040</td>
<td>±0.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposal method 5 vertical images, 3 GCPs</td>
<td>±0.096</td>
<td>±0.160</td>
<td>±0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhotoScan 5 vertical images, 39 GCPs</td>
<td>±0.480</td>
<td>±3.437</td>
<td>±10.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57 horizontal images, 9 GCPs</td>
<td>±0.038</td>
<td>±0.030</td>
<td>±0.048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
be considered. In particular, the accuracy of a distant-from-the-origin point should be improved. A suitable number of images, suitable altitude, and the use of the global navigation satellite system (GNSS) for positioning should be investigated.

As further work, some techniques for improving accuracy should be investigated. The method was confirmed as applicable for construction sites. The accuracy of the proposed method was calculated. The proposed method uses only a small number of vertical images and a lot less labour and skills compared to the traditional methods. The accuracy of the proposed method was compared with some traditional methods by PhotoScan. The accuracy of the proposed method was calculated. The method was confirmed as applicable for construction sites.

Figure 10 shows the error distribution of the measured X and Y coordinates for the proposed method. The errors at the points around the origin are smaller than those at the distant points. In particular, the errors of No. 45, 50, 51, 55, 58, 61, and 66 are indicated as over ±0.3 m. On the other hand, the distribution of the measurement points for Y direction was wider than for X direction. In addition, the Y accuracy of the proposed method was lower than the X accuracy, as shown in table 3. Therefore, the accuracies of such distant points along the Y direction were influenced more than in the X direction. For that reason, the origin point should be set as close to an important area in the measurement field as possible.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A measurement method which requires a simple flight of a UAV and a few vertical images was developed. The orientation in this method can be performed by using only one distance, without using the GCPs. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the accuracy of the proposed method was compared with some traditional methods by PhotoScan. The proposed method uses only a small number of vertical images and a lot less labour and skills compared to the traditional methods. The accuracy of the proposed method was calculated. The method was confirmed as applicable for construction sites. It can also be used in natural disaster fields thanks to its accuracy and efficiency.

As further work, some techniques for improving accuracy should be considered. In particular, the accuracy of a distant-from-the-origin point should be improved. A suitable number of images, suitable altitude, and the use of the global navigation satellite system (GNSS) for positioning should be investigated.
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